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609 -- The two of tte empty bank
The stadiurl iräpry, the audible noise window blind
however promises the process of a large play. Only in the
coach bank lonely two humans sit in badiy nttirg iuig. rn y
p-ursue tensely the not taking place play and them suffer *d.t
thqir cqery. Thc rejoicing of the not präsent spectators applies
quite obviously to the_opposing team. rhe trvo change täay.
ygqd together, them fight forrhe same thing but pr;bably with
{itr-erc1t opinions. Sometime it does not holä *y long.rän
9r Urytq it-goes to the edge of playing field, eives in;he
direction of the empty lawn shifting nanozeicf,eg it for the one
is. more printing to be finally made. fhe play 

"ndr, 
th. t 

"odisappears inside the stadium to vibrate in order to aprpear sootr
thereafter lgain and unites official ones on the ganosiana
obligation in accordance with the hand. A sucÄsful play
cannot have been it.

The happening is compressed on eight minutes of length and
thus exact on the correct duration. Each minute moriould
have harmed the atüaction this film, whose window blind is
the Wisla stadium in Krakau. Because it occurred hardly
something and it could have occurred also not more much. The
two cannot align anything, theirjob were beforehand to be
completd.l!re play develop merciless without them. Actually
it is even still many worse: the play does not take place, it also
no spectators came, and nevertheless the two carry the
responsibility and all cameras for the play procesi are directed
toward them.

The film branches betrveen two opposite interpretations back
and forth. Once one has the feeling that develöpments take
their run in the society simply, even if they arebfücia[y not at
all available. If the play is called ofi it is not called stili for a
Iong time that the people does not have an opinion in addition.
On the other hand in additiorq that certain things with large
Gehabe are produce{ then however except the ofticial
cgveringno{ring can be assumed of it remains remaining. The
play is largely transfened, but none plays really also. In the
first version the two coaches work such as politician, who
power from the hands slides, in which second like such which
before-make for their people somewhat. The two have
interests, probably even opposite, but it does not run in its
sense and it falls them heavily to contol their displeasure.
Almost one could itssume, they were curators, who did not
notice that the exhibition failed somehow.
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